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Unsupervised learning of morphology aims to capture the structure of words 
based on statistical methods and machine-learning applied to an unanno-
tated corpus as input. From a theoretical perspective, unsupervised methods 
can provide empirical evidence in support of a morphological theory. In addi-
tion, they can have practical applications, e.g., in information retrieval and 
language documentation (Hammarström and Borin, 2011). 
 The current study focuses on extraction of inflectional paradigms from 
raw text in an unsupervised manner. It is inspired by Bybee's Network Model 
(1995), which describes the lexicon as a network of elements, where words 
are linked with each other through sets of phonological and semantic fea-
tures. According to this model, if parallel phonological and semantic connec-
tions represent a pattern found in multiple sets of items, then these connec-
tions constitute morphological relations. Inflectional paradigms are then 
viewed as clusters of highly connected words.  
  The proposed method uses word embeddings to model semantic similar-
ity between words, following the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954). 
Form similarity is computed by applying an approximate string matching to 
pairs of word forms. The two measures are combined to a single similarity 
score, which is then used to create a word similarity graph. Our hypothesis is 
that cohesive sub-graphs which are sparsely connected to each other, also 
termed communities, correspond to groups of morphologically similar words, 
which are candidates for inflectional paradigms. We apply the Clique Perco-
lation Method (Palla et al., 2005) that uses cliques, fully connected sub-
graphs, to identify communities in the constructed graph. The method de-
tects morphological patterns by exploring relations within and across com-
munities, using multiple-sequence alignment, a technique used in computa-
tional biology to detect similarities among bio-sequences (e.g., DNA, pro-
teins). It then constructs inflectional classes where inter-communities rela-
tions are found. 
 The method is tested on German, a morphologically challenging lan-
guage, due to the variety of the morphological processes it involves (concat-
enative affixation, circumfixation, stem alternation). The results show that the 
method outperforms equivalent unsupervised methods addressing the same 
task. 
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